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And It Flows
Jon Theis

 [Intro]
D Bm G A

[Chorus]
       D             Bm
And it flows yeah it flows
   G                 A
It flows on down the line
       D             Bm
And it flows
G                         A          D
It flows until the end of time

[Verse 1]
D
Sittin here right next to the river
Bm
The place that always seems to deliver
     G
The good times
      D            A
In my life

D
I sit here and I watch the gleaming
Bm
Of the sun and search for meaning
   G
In time
          A
And in my life

[Pre-Chorus]
        D                   Em
But the only thing that the water knows
        G             A
Is its only job is to go with the flow
D                  Em
High water rage or levels droppin
   G                A
It keeps on flowing without stopping

[Chorus]



       D             Bm
And it flows yeah it flows
   G                 A
It flows on down the line
       D             Bm
And it flows
G                         A          D
It flows until the end of time

[Verse 2]
D
Sittin here just watchin the rapids
Bm
Not worth the trade of sitting in traffic
       G
For my time
       D      A
And my life

D
Sittin here just wondering why
Bm
Took so long to take back what s mine
        G
Yeah my time
       A
And my life

[Pre-Chorus]
        D                   Em
But the only thing that the water knows
        G             A
Is its only job is to go with the flow
D                  Em
High water rage or levels droppin
   G                A
It keeps on flowing without stopping

[Chorus]
       D             Bm
And it flows yeah it flows
   G                 A
It flows on down the line
       D             Bm
And it flows
G                         A          D
It flows until the end of time

[Solo]



D  Bm  G  D  A
D  Bm  G  A

[Pre-Chorus]
        D                   Em
But the only thing that the water knows
        G             A
Is its only job is to go with the flow
D                  Em
High water rage or levels droppin
   G                A
It keeps on flowing without stopping

[Chorus]
       D             Bm
And it flows yeah it flows
   G                 A
It flows on down the line
       D             Bm
And it flows
G                         A          D
It flows until the end of time 


